Abstract. We propose a means of extending Conditional Random Field modeling to decision-theoretic planning where valuation is dependent upon fully-observable factors. Representation is discussed, and a comparison with existing decision problem methodologies is presented. Included are exact and inexact message passing schemes for policy making, examples of decision making in practice, extensions to solving general decision problems, and suggestions for future use.
Introduction
Although there exist various approaches to utility calculation of a decision sequence, we desire a means of describing a series of potentially-inhomogenous decisions that are fully-, partially-, or un-ordered, along with an efficient means of computing and comparing decision valuations. Traditional formulations are inadequate, as the introduction of decision reordering results in a blowup in graph complexity and size. We have devised a means of applying traditional discriminative graphical model inference methods to the task of compact exact and approximate planning under full observation, and extend it to the generation of optimal strategies for general decision problems.
For the purposes of comparing our model to existing generative decision formulations, we will make use of Shenoy's Valuation Network (VN) [11] approach as it is the most intuitively similar means of modeling potentially-asymmetric decision problems ("scenarios" in equivalent terminology), using complimentary graphical and numerical representations most similar to our Conditional Random Field (CRF) [6] approach. Additionally, we will compare our approach with the more general Markov Logic Network (MLN) formalism [10] in its use of absolute valuations for hard constraints, although we prefer the CRF description for compactness (see Figure 1 and later discussion in Section 3). Other decision problem formulations such as decision trees, asymmetric Influence Diagrams (IDs) [2] , and Sequential Valuation Networks (SVNs) [1] will briefly appear as they relate to relative strengths or weaknesses of our approach. Additional general motivation may be found in planning for large Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) [7, 3] , although this formulation does not suit our purposes without modifying a number of limiting factors (e.g., temporally-universal decision space, additive-only valuation) that compromise expressibility or compactness. However, it is possible to describe a solution as a series of solutions to subproblems plus a temporal ordering. To judge an overall solution, then, is to judge these results together. (c) More specifically, a solution can be judged by a numerical score, where this score depends upon the benefit from each disparate decision. The final score (1) is computed from the decision scores (2) and the ordering (3), while the decision scores depend upon the decision selected (4) and other relevant factors (5), including decision order and outside influences. The decision may be constrained by the same factors, preventing a setting of impossible decisions. (d) Concretely, we can name the variables (6), decisions, and orderings that influence each score, expanding out the factors and removing duplicates. All data needed to compute an overall scoring are known, so it is possible to compute and compare these scores. A model should therefore be complete (represent all data points using graph nodes), correct (represent all data point connections using edges), clear (represent unique data points and connections using one or more disparate nodes or edges), and compact (contain a minimal number of nodes and edges). We suggest that the DARN model is all four, while earlier models and other graphical formulations are not clear or compact for problems where ordering is not fixed.
In short, our approach is to generate a CRF from the full problem description, producing a discriminative graphical model for policy making that we have dubbed a Decision-Action-Reward Network (DARN). Decision problems are easily expressed using this framework, and instance-specific inference is based upon an efficient utilization of Loopy Belief Propagation (BP) [9] using message passing [14] . Finally, optimal strategies for the general problem can be found by including additional instance likelihood factors and selecting the set of variable assignments with highest expected utility over all instances.
The remainder of this document is structured as follows: we define key terms in Section 2, explain the details of the DARN model and its inference in Sections 3 through 5, present modifications for general decision problem solving in Section 6, and conclude in Section 7.
Definitions
To begin, we define a generic terminology for discussion. A decision problem is defined as an ordered tuple (D, C, A, O, u(·)), where:
-D is an ordered list of finite domains for m discrete variables -C is a probability distribution for the simultaneous assignment of values of n discrete finite-domain variables
